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Abstract
A solution of problems in multiagent systems involves representing beliefs of agents
immersed in dynamic environments. Observation-based Defeasible Logic Programming
(ODeLP) is an argument-based logic programming language that is used to represent an
agent’s knowledge in the context of a multiagent system. The beliefs of the agent depends
on a warrant procedure performed on its knowledge base contents. New perceptions result
in changes in the agent’s beliefs. In the context of real time constraints, this belief change
procedure should be done efficiently.
This paper introduces an algorithm for translating an agent’s knowledge base, ex-
pressed as an ODeLP rule base, into a Perceptron-based neural network. Observations in
an ODeLP program can then be codified as an input pattern. The input pattern is then
fed to the neural network whose propagation results in an output pattern. This output
pattern contains information regarding which beliefs can be hold by the agent as well as
if there exists contradiction among them. The proposal is attractive as the massivelly
parallel processing intrinsic to neural networks make them appropiate for implementing
parts of the aforementioned warrant procedure.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Defeasible Argumentation, Observation-based Defeasible
Logic Programming, Perceptron, Neural Networks.
1 Introduction
Defeasible Logic Programming (DeLP) [GS04] provides a language for knowledge and reason-
ing that uses defeasible argumentation [SL92, CRL00, CML00, PV99] to decide between con-
tradictory defeasible conclusions. Observation-based Defeasible Logic Programming (ODeLP)
[CCS04, Cap03] is a framework that aims at representing the knowledge of a single agent in a
dynamic environment, where agents must perceive the changes in the world and integrate them
into its existing beliefs. ODeLP solves this problem by modelling perception as new facts to be
added to the agent’s knowledge base.
The Neural Networks (NN) [FS93, RR95, Ska96, Was89] approach to knowledge represen-
tation and problem solving weakly resembles the inner workings of the animal brain. Problem
solving is made in NN by feeding a network with an input pattern that represents a problem
instance, the pattern is then propagated through the network to produce an output pattern
representing the solution to the problem instance. The Threshold Logical Unit (TLU) [MP43]
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is an implementation of an artificial neuron that can be arranged into Perceptron-based neural
network [FS93, RR95, Ska96, Was89].
As pointed out in [CCS04], real time issues play an important role when modelling agent
interaction. In an argument-based multi-agent setting, a timely interaction is particularly
hard to achieve, as the inference process involved is complex and computationally expensive.
In particular, dialectical databases are proposed in [CCS04] to solve this problem by storing
precompiled knowledge. In this paper, we propose an algorithm for translating a ODeLP
program into a neural network. Observations can then be regarded as an input pattern fed
to the obtained neural network, which will act as a black-box capable of producing an output
pattern indicating if exists both an argument supporting a certain conclusion and conflict among
the conclusions obtained.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe ODeLP. Then,
we describe the Perceptron-based NN approach to problem solving in Section 3. In Section 4, we
describe a method for obtaining a Perceptron-based NN from a propositional ODeLP program.
Section 5 presents some worked examples. Next in Section 6, we compare this work with those
found in the literature. We conclude the paper in Section 7.
2 Observation-based Defeasible Logic Programming
Defeasible logic programming (DeLP) [GS04] is a particular formalization of defeasible argu-
mentation [CML00, PV99] based on logic programming. Although DeLP can be used to model
the behaviour of a single agent in a static environment, it lacks the appropiate mechanisms
to represent knowledge in dynamic environments, where agents must be able to perceive the
changes in the world and integrate them into its existing beliefs. The Observation-based Defea-
sible Logic Programming (ODeLP) framework [CCS04, Cap03] aims at solving this problem by
modelling perception as new facts to be added to the agent’s knowledge base.
The language of ODeLP is based on the language of logic programming. Literals are atoms
that may be preceded by the symbol “∼” denoting strong negation. ODeLP programs are
formed by observations and defeasible rules. Observations correspond to facts in the context
of logic programming, and represent the knowledge an agent has about the world; more for-
mally, an observation is a grounded literal L representing some fact about the world, obtained
through a perception mechanism that the agent believes to be correct. Defeasible rules pro-
vide a way of performing tentative reasoning [SL92]; formally, a defeasible rule R has the form
L0 −−≺ L1 ,L2 , . . . ,Ln , where L0 is a literal and L1, L2, . . . , Ln is a non-empty finite set of literals.
We are going to define Head(R) = L0 and Body(R) = {L1, L2, . . . , Ln}. An ODeLP program is
a pair 〈Ψ,∆〉, where Ψ is a finite set of observations and ∆ is a non-empty finite set of literals.
In a program P , the set Ψ must be non-contradictory (i.e., it is not the case that Q ∈ Ψ and
∼ Q ∈ Ψ, for any literal Q.) A propositional ODeLP program is an ODeLP program where all
predicates have arity 0.
Given a ODeLP program P = 〈Ψ,∆〉 and a literal L, a defeasible derivation of L from P ,
denoted P |∼ L, consists of a finite sequence L1, L2, . . . , Ln = L of literals, and each literal is in
the sequence because: (a) Li is a fact in Ψ, or (b) there exists a rule Ri in P with head Li and
body B1, B2, . . . , Bk and every literal of the body is an element Lj of the sequence appearing
before Li (j < i). A set of rules is contradictory if and only if, there exists a defeasible
derivation for a pair of complementary literals from this set. It must be observed that: (i)
defeasible derivation is monotonic, i.e., if H has a defeasible derivation from P then H will also
have a defeasible derivation from P ∪R, where R is an arbitrary set of program rules, and (ii)
if a program P has no facts, then no defeasible derivation can be obtained.
Deriving literals in ODeLP results in the construction of arguments. An argument A is a
(possibly empty) set of ground defeasible rules that together with the set Ψ provide a logical
proof for a given literal H, satisfying the additional requirements of non-contradiction and
minimality. Formally, Given an ODeLP program P , an argument A for a ground Q, denoted
〈A, Q〉, is a subset of ground defeasible rules in P , such that (i) there exists a defeasible deriva-
tion for Q from Ψ ∪ A, (ii) Ψ ∪ A is non-contradictory, and, (iii) A is minimal with respect
to set inclusion. An argument 〈A1, Q1〉 is a sub-argument of another argument 〈A2, Q2〉 if
A1 ⊆ A2. Given a DeLP program P , we will write Args(P) denotes the set of all possible
arguments that can be derived from P .
The notion of defeasible derivation corresponds to the usual query-driven SLD derivation
used in logic programming, performed by backward chaining on both strict and defeasible rules;
in this context a negated literal ∼ P is treated just as a new predicate name no P . Minimality
imposes a kind of ‘Occam’s razor principle’ [SL92] on argument construction: any superset
A′ of A can be proven to be ‘weaker’ than A itself, as the former relies on more defeasible
information.
Given two arguments A and B, conflict (or attack) among arguments arises whenever A and
B cannot be simultaneously accepted. Many argument systems provide a preference criterion
which defines a partial order among arguments, allowing to determine when A defeats B.
Specificity [SL92] is typically used as a syntax-based criterion among conflicting arguments,
preferring those arguments which are more informed or more direct [SL92, SGCS03]. However,
other alternative preference criteria could also be used.
In order to determine whether a given argumentA is ultimately undefeated (or warranted), a
dialectical process is recursively carried out, where defeaters for A, defeaters for these defeaters,
and so on, are taken into account. We refer the interested reader to [GS04, CCS04].
3 Perceptron-Based Neural Networks
A Neural Network is an interconnected assembly of simple processing elements, units or nodes,
whose functionality is loosely based on the animal neuron. The processing ability of the network
is stored in the inter-unit connection strengths, or weights, that can be obtained by a process
of adaptation to, or learning from, a set of training patterns [Gur99].
The functionality of the animal neuron is captured by the artifficial neuron known as the
Threshold Logic Unit (TLU) originally proposed by McCulloch and Pitts [MP43]. The informa-
tion processing performed in this way may be crudely summarised as follows. Signals appear at
the unit’s inputs or synapses. The effect of each signal has may be approximated by multiplying
the signal by some number or weight to indicate the strength of the synapse. The weighted
signals are now summed to produce an overall unit activation. If this activation exceeds a
certain threshold, the unit produces a an output response.
Formally, we suppose there are n inputs with signals x1, x2, . . . , xn and weights w1, w2, . . . , wn.
The signals take on the values ‘1’ or ‘0’ only; that is, the signals are binary or Boolean valued.
The activation a, is given by:
a =
n∑
i=1
wixi. (1)
The output y is then given by thresholding the activation by a real value θ:
y =
{
1 if a ≥ θ
0 if a < θ
(2)
The threshold function is sometimes called a step-function or hard-limiter to push the analogy
with real neurons where the presence of an action-potential is denoted by binary ‘1’ and its
absence by binary ‘0’.
It is possible to interpret the functionality of a TLU geometrically. In summary, it separates
its input space into two parts divided by a hyperplane according to whether the input is
classiffied as a ‘1’ or a ‘0’. The TLU may be thought of as classifying its input patterns
into two classes: those that give output ‘1’ and those that give output ‘0’ [RR95, Was89].
4 Modelling Arguments with Neural Networks
In this section we will describe the main aspects concerning how to model propositional ODeLP
programs in terms of perceptron-based neural networks. First, in section 4.1 we will consider
how to represent propositional defeasible inference rules with TLU neurons and how to arrange
those neurons to represent both propositional defeasible knowledge bases and logical contra-
diction among them. In section 4.2, we will explain how to model derivation, arguments, and
conflict among arguments from a set of observations with respect to a defeasible knowledge
base using a neural network.
4.1 Modelling Rules and Observations with Neural Networks
In this section we show how defeasible rules, observations, and a propositional ODeLP program
can be modelled with a neural network. We address the issue of representing rules first.
Defeasible rules in an ODeLP program can be modelled as Thresholding Logical Units in
a perceptron-based neural network. As we already said earlier, in ODeLP a defeasible rule is
an ordered pair, denoted Head −−≺ Body , whose first member, Head is a literal, and whose
second member, Body is a finite non-empty set literals. A defeasible rule with head L0 and
body {L1, L2, . . . , Ln} can also be written as: L0 −−≺ L1 ,L2 , . . . ,Ln (n > 0).
In our setting, each individual rule is represented as a perceptron unit for the head, i.e. L0,
with input connections for each Li with weight equal to 1. Besides, the threshold function ψ(x)
for the unit is the step function with threshold θ equal to n.
ψ(x) =
{
1 if x ≥ n
0 if x < n
(3)
The goal of the threshold function is to allow the unit to implement the logical-AND function.
The rationale is that the unit will fire a one if every predecessor is 1, that is every atom in the
body holds; otherwise it will fire a zero, meaning that at least one atom in the body does not
hold. The situation is depicted in Figure 1.
Now we address the issue of representing facts in a propositional ODeLP program. Facts
in an ODeLP program can be modelled as inputs to a neural network. As we mentioned in
Section 2, a fact is a literal, i.e. an atom, or a negated atom. In our setting, a literal will be
represented as a fan-in unit in a neural network. Let P be a literal, if P is known to hold then
the input associated to it will be 1; otherwise, it will be 0.
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Figure 1: Generic defeasible logic rule as a TLU
We now address the issue of how a propositional ODeLP program P = 〈Ψ,∆〉 can be
modelled by a perceptron-based neural network. In this paper, we are going to restrict the
defeasible rule base ∆ to sets where each atom is defined by at most one rule. As a consequence
of this supposition, given an (positive or negative) atom P in the language of P , if there exists
a rule R belonging to ∆ such that P = Head(R) then P cannot belong to Ψ. The rationale
is that if both P belonged to Ψ and was the head of a rule R, then P would be defined by at
least two rules, contradicting our previous suppossition.
Next, we present an algorithm for translating a defeasible logic program P into a multi-layer
perceptron-based neural network N . The neural network N is depicted as a weighted directed
graph N = (V,E), where V stands for the set of vertices and E for the set of edges. Moreover,
weighted graph edges will be denoted as i
w−→ j, where i is the origin vertex, j the destination
vertex, and w the weight associated to the edge, respectively.
The proposed algorithm is called GenNeuralNet and is presented in Figure 2. The input
to GenNeuralNet is a propositional defeasible rule base while the output is a neural network
represented as a directed graph. The algorithm first initializes the neural network as empty
and then performs three loops. The first loop adds a TLU for every rule in ∆. The second
loop adds fan-out connections for every possible defeasible conclusion of the program; besides,
it both adds TLUs for every pair of complementary literals P and ∼ P (called ⊥P ) and its
corresponding fan-out connection. The third loop determines which are the possible inputs for
the neural network — all literals not derived by any rule are in this category; furthermore, as a
contradiction between a defeasible conclusion and a certain input can arise, the corresponding
TLU with its respective fan-out connection is added.
The input and output pattern vectors are binary valued. An input or output equal to one
means that the literal is known to hold. In addition, we assume that the features in both the
input and output pattern are ordered lexicographically.
The input layer requires some explanation. As we already mentioned, we only consider
programs where literals are defined by at most one rule. As a consequence, if a literal is defined
by a rule, then it cannot be an input in Ψ. Because all inputs belong to Ψ, they will hold
strictly and will be considered as observations in the resulting ODeLP program P = 〈Ψ,∆〉.
Furthermore, the algorithm does not produce units for testing consistency in the set Ψ of
observations, as it is assumed consistent [CCS04]1. On the other hand, as we already said
1As the set of observations can be regarded as a set of facts, this stance is also adopted in other argumentative
systems as well [CRL00, CML00, PV99].
contradiction between an input from Ψ and the conclusion of a rule of ∆ is tested as it can be
cause of disagreement.
The output layer consists of binary features for every posible literal (positive or negative)
that could be derived by the program as well as indicators of contradictions. As consequences
of the program are derived by defeasible rules, they will hold defeasibly. One exception is given
by input facts which have output connections but hold strictly.
4.2 Modelling Derivation and Arguments with Neural Networks
Next we show how derivation of literals from a propositional logic program can be represented
using our proposal as the propagation of patterns through a neural network. Given a proposi-
tional ODeLP program P = (Ψ,∆), it can be modelled executing the algorithm GenNeuralNet
on ∆ and obtaining a neural network N . The neural network thus obtained N can be regarded
as a partial function N : 2language(P) 7→ 2language(P) ∪ {⊥p : p ∈ language(P)}, i.e., it takes a
set of literals from P and returns another one or an indication of contradiction associated to a
certain literal. Then a set S of literals can be calculated from N , where S = N (Ψ) is the set
of literals that can be derived from P when Ψ is known to be true.
Then, the literals belonging to the language of P except those that are the head of some
rule in ∆ can be arranged into a pattern vector. An entry of this pattern vector will be one if
the corresponding literal is known to hold; otherwise, the entry will be zero indicating that it
is not known if the literal holds. This pattern vector will represent a set Ψ of observations that
can then be propagated through the neural network to obtain another output pattern vector
indicating which literals can be derived from the program and whether exist or not contradiction
among them.
Moreover, both argument and conflict can be represented in this setting. Arguments can
be regarded as subsets of a neural network. Conflict appears when opposite claims have to be
accepted; in this setting, conflict is represented as the positive output associated to the ⊥P for
a literal P .
It must be remarked that our proposal satisfies two observations made by Garc´ıa and Simari
[GS04, Obs. 2.1 and 2.2]. Observation [GS04, Obs. 2.1] says that defeasible derivation is
monotonic, i.e., if H has a defeasible derivation from P then H will also have a defeasible
derivation from P ∪R, where R is an arbitrary set of program rules. In our setting, by adding
rules to a defeasible program, the application of algorithm GenNeuralNet will result in the
extension of an existing neural network, thus not invalidating previous propagation of patterns.
Observation [GS04, Obs. 2.2] says that if a program P has no facts, then no defeasible derivation
can be obtained. In our setting, that is equivalent to propagating the input vector (0, . . . , 0)
through the network resulting in the output vector (0, . . . , 0) meaning that no literal could be
derived from a program with no observations.
Moreover, it must be noted that, as it is customary in both DeLP [GS04] and ODeLP
[CCS04], we have supposed that the set of facts (observations, resp.) is consistent. However,
the GenNeuralNet algorithm can be straightforwadly tuned to detect inconsistencies in it by
adding the corresponding ⊥Q unit for literals Q and ∼ Q.
Algorithm GenNeuralNet( ∆ : DefeasibleRuleBase; var N = (V,E) : NeuralNet )
var rule for p, rule for neg p : boolean
begin
V := Ø; E := Ø
for each rule Ri ∈ ∆ do
(* Suppose that rule Ri ≡ Pi −−≺ Qi1 , . . . ,Qini . *)
Pi := Head(Ri)
V := V ∪ {Pi}
for each atom Qij ∈ Body(Ri) do
V := V ∪ {Qij}
E := E ∪ {Qij 1−→ Pi}
end for
Set ψ(x) = if x ≥ ni then 1 else 0 fi as the threshold function for unit Pi in N
end for
for each literal Pi ∈ language(P) ∩ V do
if {Pi,∼ Pi} ⊆ V then AddDisagreementUnit( Pi, N )
elsif Pi ∈ V then
Add a fan-out unit and connection for Pi to N
elsif ∼ Pi ∈ V then
Add a fan-out unit and connection for ∼ Pi to N
end if
end for
for each literal Pi ∈ language(P) do
rule for p := ∃R ∈ ∆ : Pi = Head(R)
rule for neg p := ∃R ∈ ∆ : ∼ Pi = Head(R)
if not rule for p then
V := V ∪ {Pi}
Add a fan-in connection for Pi to N
if rule for neg p then AddDisagreementUnit( Pi, N ) end if
end if
if not rule for neg p then
V := V ∪ {∼ Pi}
Add a fan-in connection for ∼ Pi to N
if rule for p then AddDisagreementUnit( Pi, N ) end if
end if
end for
end
procedure AddDisagreementUnit( Pi : Literal; var N = (V,E) : NeuralNet )
begin
V := V ∪ {⊥Pi}
E := E ∪ {(Pi 1−→ ⊥Pi), (∼ Pi 1−→ ⊥Pi)}
Add fan-out units and connections for Pi, ∼ Pi, and ⊥Pi to N if not already there
Set ψ(x) = if x ≥ 2 then 1 else 0 fi as the threshold function for unit ⊥Pi
end
Figure 2: An algorithm for translating a propositional ODeLP program P into a Perceptron-
based neural network N
5 Some Worked Examples
Now we present some examples of how the proposed approach works.
Example 1 Consider the following defeasible knowledge base ∆1 based on [GS04, Example
2.1]:
∆1 =

∼ flies −−≺ chicken.
flies −−≺ chichen, scared .
nest in trees −−≺ flies .

The defeasible rule set ∆1 expresses that chickens usually do not fly unless they are scared.
Besides, anything that flies usually nest in trees.
If we consider the set of observations Ψ1 = {chicken}, the ODeLP program P1 = 〈Ψ1,∆1〉 is
obtained. From P1 the argument 〈A1,∼ flies〉 can be derived, where A1 = {∼ flies −−≺ chicken}.
Analogously, if we consider the set of observations Ψ′1 = {chicken, scared}, the ODeLP
P ′1 = 〈Ψ′1,∆1〉 is now obtained. From P ′1, besides 〈A1,∼ flies〉, arguments 〈B1, f lies〉 and
〈C1, nest in trees〉 can be also derived where
• B1 = {∼ flies −−≺ chicken}
• C1 = {(flies −−≺ chicken, scared); (nest in trees −−≺ flies)}
The defeasible rule set ∆1 will be represented by the neural network in Figure 3 obtained by
the application of the GenNeuralNet algorithm. Input patterns of the network obtained will be
made up of the following features:
(chicken, scared,∼ chicken,∼ nest in trees,∼ scared).
Output patterns wil be composed of the following features:
(chicken, flies, nest in trees, scared,∼ chicken,
∼ flies,∼ nest in trees,∼ scared,⊥flies,⊥nest in trees)
Therefore the set Ψ1 of observations will be codified as the input pattern (1, 0, 0, 0, 0). When
the input pattern is fed to the neural network N1, it will output a pattern indicating which
literals can be derived. The existence of the argument 〈A1,∼ flies〉 and the observations Ψ1
will be represented as the output pattern (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0). On the other hand, the set
Ψ′1 of observations will be codified as the input vector (1, 1, 0, 0, 0), and, when this pattern is
fed to N1, the existence of the arguments 〈A1,∼ flies〉, 〈B1, f lies〉, and 〈C1, nest in trees〉 as
well as the existence of contradiction on literal flies will be represented as the output pattern
(1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0).
We now introduce another example that models some decision criteria in the stock market
domain based on [GS04, Example 2.4].
Example 2 Consider the defeasible rule base ∆2:
∆2 =

buy stock −−≺ good price.
∼ buy stock −−≺ good price, risky co.
risky co −−≺ infusion.
∼ risky co −−≺ infusion, strong partner .

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Figure 3: Perceptron based neural network N1 obtained by the application of the GenNeuralNet
algorithm to the defeasible logic program in Example 1. The connection weights between
neurons are all equal to one and are not shown.
The defeasible rule set ∆2 expresses that is usually good to buy stock shares of a company when
they have a good price. However, it is not usually good to buy them when the company is risky.
Besides, a company is usually considered risky if it is undergoing a merger unless it has an
strong partner. This base will be represented by the neural network in Figure 4 obtained by the
application of GenNeuralNet algorithm.
If we consider the set of observations Ψ2 = {good price, infusion}, the ODeLP P2 =
〈Ψ2,∆2〉 is obtained. Then the arguments 〈A2, buy stock〉, 〈B2, risky co〉, 〈C2,∼ buy stock〉
can be derived from P2, where
• A2 = {buy stock −−≺ good price}
• B2 = {risky co −−≺ infusion}
• C2 = {(∼ buy stock −−≺ good price, risky co); (risky co −−≺ infusion)}
If we now consider the set of observations Ψ′2 = {good price, infusion, strong partner}, the
ODeLP program P ′2 = 〈Ψ′2,∆2〉 is obtained. From P ′2, the arguments obtained from Ψ2 can be
also obtained besides the argument 〈D2,∼ risky co〉 where
D2 = {∼ risky co −−≺ infusion, strong partner}.
The defeasible rule set ∆2 will be represented by the neural network in Figure 4 obtained by
the application of the GenNeuralNet algorithm. Input patterns of the network obtained will be
made up of the following features
(good price, infusion, strong partner,∼ good price,∼ infusion,∼ strong partner)
Output patterns wil be composed of the following features
(buy stock, good price, infusion, risky co, strong partner,
∼ buy stock,∼ good price,∼ infusion,∼ risky co,
∼ strong partner,⊥buy stock,⊥risky co)
Therefore the set Ψ2 of observations will be codified as (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) and the existence of
the arguments 〈A2, buy stock〉, 〈B2, risky co〉, 〈C2,∼ buy stock〉, the observations Ψ2, and the
contradiction in literal buy stock will be represented as the output pattern (1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0)
obtained from feeding the input vector to the network N2. On the other hand, the set Ψ′2 of
observations will be codified as (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) and the existence of the arguments 〈A2, buy stock〉,
〈B2, risky co〉, 〈C2,∼ buy stock〉, and 〈D2,∼ risky co〉, along with the observations Ψ′2 and the
existence of contradiction on literals buy stock and risky co will be represented as the output
pattern (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1).
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Figure 4: Perceptron based neural network N2 obtained by the application of the GenNeuralNet
algorithm to the defeasible logic program in Example 2. The connection weights between
neurons are all equal to one and are not shown.
6 Related Work
Defeasible argumentation is a relatively young area but already mature enough to provide
solutions for other areas [CRL00, CML00, PV99]. Neural networks are also a mature area with
numerous practical applications [FS93, Koh97, KKL+00, RR95, Ska96, Was89, ZSS97].
In [CCS04] Capobianco et al. present the ODeLP framework where the process of computing
beliefs in changing environment is aided by integrating a “dialectical database” with an agent’s
program; our proposal is not aimed at replacing that database but at improving the efficiency of
mentioned process. Given an ODeLP program P = 〈Ψ,∆〉, the neural networkN obtained from
∆ and fed with Ψ can be used to determine if there exists contradiction in the agent’s knowledge
base. If there is none, then there is no need of performing a dialectical analysis; hence improving
the efficiency of the argumentation process. Moreover, the intrinsically parallel nature of neural
networks makes them appealling for efficient implementation of parts of an agent internal state;
thus speeding up the argumentation process again.
In an early work for combining neural networks and rules sets [ST89], rules are used to
initialize a backpropagation neural networks weights, whereas we build a neural network from a
set of defeasible rules. Balduccini [Bal02] proposes an algorithm for inducing a neural network
from a propositional A-Prolog logic program; while his proposal is aimed at calculating the
answer set of a logic program, our proposal is aimed at determining which literals can be
derived from an ODeLP program.
In [GC03, GC04a, GC04c], Go´mez and Chesn˜evar propose combining a set of criteria spec-
ified as a DeLP program with a Fuzzy ART neural network model for solving ambiguities in
clustering problems. Also Go´mez and Chesn˜evar propose combining a Counterpropagation neu-
ral network with a DeLP program for HTML document filtering in [GC04b]. In those works, a
neural network is modelled as a DeLP program while in this work the opposite is done.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
Defeasible logic programming and neural networks are powerful knowledge representation and
problem solving tools whose combination can be very fuitful. We have presented an approach
for building a neural network from a set of propositional defeasible logic rules. The neural
network built can be used to determine the set of possible inferences and contradictions that
can be obtained from that set of rules and a set of observations provided as an input pattern.
An obvious extension to this work consists of allowing atoms being defined by more of a
rule. This can be implemented by defining TLUs as described in this article and next adding
another TLU implementing the logical-OR function for rules sharing the same head.
It remains as an open issue to consider the representational power of neural networks for
the warrant process in argumentation systems. Further research will be needed in order to
establish the feasibility of that approach.
Moreover, another extension to this work consists of extending our proposal to first-order
languages. As in first-order DeLP and ODeLP arguments are only formed by ground formulas,
our proposal extends naturally to cope with the latter. Nevertheless, allowing for rules with
recursive definition has to be further studied.
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